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Speech 

• Good morning and welcome everyone to today’s forum. 

• I am delighted to be here today to join with the Clean Energy Council to 
discuss the outlook for small-scale energy storage in South Australia. 

• We must transition away from fossil fuels towards renewables, but we 
must get the energy supply mix right along the way.  

• As part of this transition, gas will be with us for decades to come, but less 
of it over time. And more importantly than the gas will be the use of new 
modern gas generators which can enter and leave the supply market in 
minutes. 

• By doing this, gas will back up renewables and enable more renewable 
energy to be developed and consumed. 

• But we are here to talk about storage today. 

• Storage, together with interconnection, demand management and supply 
integration, is critical to South Australia’s and the world’s orderly clean 
energy transition. 

• Storage is critical because weather has always gone to demand – driving 
peaks of energy use. But now it also goes to supply – driving wind and 
solar power.  

• Storage is critical because it helps us bridge the gap between weather 
driven supply and weather driven demand. 

• Renewable sources already provide about half of our electricity 
generation, and the Australian Energy Market Operator has forecast this 
will increase to about 75 per cent by 2025.  

• Wind energy is now the most prevalent form of generation in South 
Australia, with 1,926 megawatts of fully installed wind capacity.  

• Additionally, there are more than 1,100 megawatts of behind-the-meter 
solar PV across the State. 

• Large-scale solar farms are also contributing a growing proportion to the 
State’s overall electricity generation. 

• We also have almost 10,000 megawatts of renewable generation in the 
development pipeline. 

• We must coordinate and integrate the continued uptake of variable 
renewable energy generation with complementary storage and network 
improvements. And also with smart demand management opportunities 
which are attractive to electricity consumers. 

• Small- and large-scale storage are key factors in turning around 
affordability and reliability.  

• Since the State election 16 months ago, the Marshall Government has 
been working to deliver on its commitments. 

• Our focus has been the consumer, who in South Australia has had a hard 
time of late. 

• We have a vision that by 2030, South Australia will be recognised 
nationally and globally as driving force for reduced emissions through our 
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ability to generate more clean power than needed for our own domestic 
use, with the surplus being exported to other states. 

• We are on track, to achieve net 100% renewable energy generation. 

• We will only achieve this important outcome if it works for consumers and 
for suppliers – it must be attractive to both, or it will not happen. 

• This means that there must be fair and attractive returns to generators; 
there must be fair and affordable prices for consumers; and the quality of 
the product must be good and delivered reliably.   

• Interconnection is a fundamental part of that vision, with South Australia 
on the path to being able to more readily export our energy generation to 
other jurisdictions. 

• But some very serious challenges remain. 

• The uptake of rooftop solar is setting new records for low net system 
demand. 

• This is testing our ability to manage voltage and frequency and to ride 
through the shocks. 

• South Australia needs to solve these problems - not just for ourselves, and 
the NEM, but also as a trailblazer for other countries also seeking to 
transition to a clean energy future. 

• There needs to be a greater focus on managing demand, creating a much 
smarter and more flexible grid, and managing daytime PV generation and 
distributed storage systems. 

• In South Australia, we are exploring all forms of storage - green hydrogen 
production, pumped hydro, biofuel, compressed air storage, and various 
thermal and chemical batteries. 

• Storage - whether it is small or large scale - is critical on many fronts: 
o It reduces costs – by meeting peak demand and reducing the need 

for network investment;  
o It supports the power network – grid storage can mimic 

characteristics of large generators such as inertia and frequency 
control; 

o It complements variable renewable energy by filling in the ‘gaps’ 
caused by intermittent weather;  

o It can be fast to deploy. We can deploy some forms of storage 
within months rather than years; and 

o It empowers consumers, allowing families to save while reducing 
the cost for all other electricity consumers.  

o It can soak up supply at the most appropriate times to help avoid 
our looming net negative demand on the grid. 

• In South Australia, huge variation in prices, new demands for grid security 
and falling costs are driving the uptake of storage. 

• It is an uptake driven:  
o By customers – wanting to reduce their bills and have more control; 
o By retailers and generators – wanting to manage market risk, and 

offer new, attractive and responsible products to their customers; 
and 

o By networks and the Australian Energy Market Operator – to reduce 
network constraints and congestion.  
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• Our Government is focused on helping consumers to access small-scale 
energy storage for households. 

• This saves them money, and delivers broader market benefits. 

• We have two world-leading home battery schemes, and we are supporting 
new approaches to demand management. 

• More than 3,700 homes across South Australia have received and/or 
committed to home batteries through either the Home Battery Scheme or 
the Tesla Virtual Power Plant (VPP). 

• Retailers are also providing new offerings for virtual power plants in this 
rapidly developing sector of the market. 

• I am sure many of you here are familiar with the Home Battery Scheme, 
which we launched in October 2018.  

• The $100 million Scheme gives all South Australian households on the 
grid access to subsidies of up to $6,000, to help fund the cost of installing 
a home battery system. 

• Plus another $100M thanks to the Clean Energy Finance Corporation for 
low interest loans for the balance of the purchase price of the battery, plus 
for the purchase and installation of roof top solar systems if not already in 
place. 

• This is an opportunity for households to install new batteries and solar 
systems with significant discounts and no money up front, with loans in 
many cases being able to be repaid from electricity bill savings alone. 

• We’ve attracted new local manufacturing and employment with sonnen 
and Alpha-ESS, and new green finance jobs with Ratesetter. 

• Energy Concession Holders can access a higher subsidy, so low-income 
households are even better supported to take advantage of the benefits of 
the programme.  

• The Home Battery Scheme has been recognised as world leading, with 
possibly the largest per capita roll-out of home batteries in the world. 

• I would like to acknowledge the Clean Energy Council’s involvement in 
contributing to it’s development. 

• A requirement of the programme is that systems must be virtual power 
plant enabled, so that consumers can benefit as the market continues to 
evolve. 

• I am pleased that AGL has recently joined 95 other system providers in 
offering battery systems through the Scheme. 

• AGL is offering customers an additional $1,000 in subsidy above the 
Home Battery Scheme offer.  

• Our Government also continues to support Tesla’s development of its 
Virtual Power Plant project. 

• Phase 2 of the VPP is almost complete, with all systems scheduled to be 
installed and fully operational next month.  

• Households participating in Phase 2 are charged electricity rates more 
than 20 per cent below the Default Market Offer introduced on 1 July 2019.  

• As at 3 September 2019, around 1,250 Housing Trust tenants are 
participating.   

• This includes almost 300 households which do not have a system installed 
at their home, but still share the benefits achieved through the aggregated 
platform.   
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• The VPP continues to break new ground in the National Electricity Market.  

• AEMO has approved the VPP’s registration as a Market Participant to bid 
Frequency Control Ancillary Services (FCAS) into the National Energy 
Market - the first VPP so approved. 

• The VPP is also participating in AEMO’s Virtual Power Plant 
demonstrations, which began in late July.  

• Tesla is partnering with SA Power Networks and the CSIRO for the 
Advanced VPP Grid Integration Project, which is supported by funding 
from the Australian Renewable Energy Agency.  

• That’s because we need to ensure that VPP’s operate within the network’s 
technical limits at times of high utilisation. 

• The Government is actively working with Tesla on Phase 3 of the project, 
which Tesla aims to reach 50,000 properties. 

• Importantly, Sonnen and Simply Energy also have VPP offers available in 
South Australia right now, so four VPP opportunities and I’m sure more to 
come. 

• I strongly encourage all households to consider these opportunities  -  a 
heavily subsidised battery, a low interest loan for the balance of the battery 
and for solar and the opportunity to gain further benefits through 
participating in a VPP. 

• We are on the right path - enabling residential consumers to access this 
equipment and technology, giving them the capacity to harness renewable 
energy, to manage their supply and their demand, to access cheaper 
energy and to partner with suppliers and aggregators. 

 
 

• While the focus of today is small scale storage, I would like to point out 
that we are also delivering on our $50 million Grid Scale Storage Fund, 
with announcements expected very soon. 

• The Fund’s objective is to facilitate energy storage projects where we pay 
for services such as system strength. 

• We are working closely with ARENA to further increase the support for 
these projects. 

• The Fund attracted 52 proposals globally. 

• South Australia has almost 1,500 megawatts of pumped hydro proposals 
at various stages in the development pipeline.  

• We already have 130 megawatts of large battery storage in operation, 35 
megawatts under construction (Hornsdale, Lake Bonney, Dalrymple, Goat 
Hill) and almost 3,000 megawatts in planning. 

• Our Government is also investing $11 million into Demand Management 
and Distributed Energy Resource trials. 

• The best equipment and a rapidly evolving market with supply and 
demand side participants willing to take up opportunities deserve those 
opportunities to continue to improve.  

• These trials will examine how customers can use demand flexibility as a 
valuable asset, and how rooftop solar and batteries can be better 
integrated to support the grid and other customers.   
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• We’re committed to empowering households and small businesses, to 
help them actively participate in the evolving energy market, to help them 
save money, to help them earn money. 

• And we’re committed an orderly, well planned and well managed transition 
to a cleaner energy world which is attractive to suppliers and consumers. 

• Storage, and small storage, is already and will continue to vital in this 
ongoing transation. 

• Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you again for the opportunity to outline to 
you South Australia’s approach and what’s ahead. 


